Traditionally there has been a clear distinction between computational (short-term) memory and filestore (long-term memory). This distinction has been maintained mainly due to limitations of technology. Recently there has been considerable interest in programming languages and systems which support orthogonal persistence. In such systems arbitrary data structures may persist beyond the life of the program which created them and this distinction is blurred. Systems supporting orthogonal persistence require a persistent store in which to maintain the persistent objects. Such a persistent store can be implemented via an extended virtual memory with addresses large enough to address all objects. Superimposing structure and a protection scheme on these addresses may well result in them being sparsely distributed. An additional incentive for supporting large virtual addresses is an interest in exploiting the potential of very large main memories to achieve supercomputer speed. This paper presents hardware and software mechanisms to implement a paged virtual memory which can be efficiently accessed by large addresses. An implementation of these techniques for a capability-based computer, MONADS-PC, is described.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual memory was first introduced on the Atlas computer 1 as a technique for extending the apparent size of the memory by encompassing part of the secondary store. Hardware and software techniques were developed to automatically handle the transfer of code and data between main and secondary memory, thus relieving the programmer of this task. These techniques are now well understood and most modern computers include support for virtual memory, usually based on fixed-sized pages. Such implementations of virtual memory are designed to support the computational data of executing programs (i.e. the stack, code and temporary data structures) with the long term (permanent) data being accessed via a separate filestore. Thus the address size supported is quite modest, typically no greater than 32 bits.
However, there has been considerable interest in supporting much larger virtual addresses. This interest stems from an extension of the virtual memory concept first introduced in the MULTICS system 2 and later in the IBM System/38. 3 The extension involves the introduction of techniques which allow files to be addressed as segments in the virtual memory, thus eradicating the need for a separate filestore. More recently this concept has been extended further to allow arbitrary data structures to be created and manipulated in a uniform manner, regardless of how long they persist. This concept of orthogonal persistence has been incorporated in several programming languages, resulting in a flexible and powerful programming environment. 4 " 8 Such systems usually store all objects (code and data) in a persistent store which automatically takes care of the transfer between main and secondary memory. 010 Systems supporting orthogonal persistence have several advantages over conventional systems. These can be summarised as follows: # The number of transfers between the main and secondary memories can be considerably reduced. For example in most conventional systems the decision to start executing a new program requires that the entire program be transferred from its permanent location in filestore to a new temporary program image in the computational store. If the computational memory is organised as a virtual memory there is a strong possibility that most of the pages or segments of a large program will then be removed by the virtual memory mechanism out of the main memory before being used or accessed and will only later be returned to main memory as page faults occur. Thus in such systems, the program load operation largely results in the movement of program parts from one area of the disc storage to another area. This not only affects the loading of user programs, but also the initial loading of the operating system. (Some virtual memory systems, e.g. Burroughs B6700, 11 avoid this problem.) Such load operations do not occur at all in persistent systems because the code is maintained within the persistent store. Persistent systems avoid duplication of mechanisms.
Two significant examples of this are the dual protection mechanisms which have to be supported (one to protect running programs from each other, the other to guarantee privacy of files), and the dual synchronisation mechanisms (e.g. semaphores in the computational memory, file or record locks in the filestore). In both cases the same fundamental problems are being solved and in both cases the filestore mechanism is usually clumsier and less efficient because it cannot be supported directly in hardware or microcode.
regarded by many programmers as quite unrelated techniques. Yet fundamentally they rely on the same principles and can profitably be considered as variants of a single set of models for organising data. It is only because computational data and filestore data are traditionally accessed using different mechanisms that the two are handled in different ways.
A persistent store can be implemented as a virtual memory. However, since all data (both temporary and permanent) resides within this store, the virtual addresses must be large enough to address all storage connected to the machine. Current disc technology would suggest that addresses in the order of 40 bits would be required. This assumes a flat name space. If, as is more likely, the name space is structured then even larger addresses will be required. Since any program can potentially generate any address, some central sharing and protection scheme must be superimposed on the addressing scheme.
An attractive way of achieving this is to use capabilities, an idea first proposed by Dennis and Van Horn. 12 Ideally capabilities identify objects using unique system-wide non-reusable names, thus ensuring that a capability which refers to a deleted object cannot be used to access a new object. To effect this the names in capabilities must be large enough to identify uniquely all the objects which exist during the lifetime of the system, and must therefore in most cases be substantially larger than 40 bits. Presentation of a capability provides proof of the right to access the named object (possibly in a restricted manner, as indicated in an access rights field). For this reason capabilities may not be directly constructed or modified by programs. There are several ways of protecting capabilities, including tagging, 1314 segregation, 1516 partitioned segments 17 and passwords. 18 The names in capabilities can either be used to look up the addresses of objects in some sort of central object table, 31618 or they can be the actual virtual addresses of objects in a virtual memory. 19 In either case the name space of objects will eventually become very sparsely distributed and in the second case the system is left with the problem of mapping large sparsely distributed virtual addresses onto main memory and disc addresses.
An additional incentive for considering the problem of supporting large virtual addresses is that it also becomes possible to have large physical addresses and thus a very large main memory. It has been argued in the literature 20 that a large main memory (in the order of gigabytes) can be used to achieve supercomputer speed for certain applications on a relatively modest speed processor. This paper considers the problem of mapping large sparsely distributed virtual addresses from both the hardware and software viewpoints. First we review conventional memory mapping techniques, showing that they are inappropriate. A new scheme is then discussed and reference is made to an implementation on the experimental MONADS-PC computer system. 21 
CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES
The most widely used form of virtual memory organisation is paging, which was first introduced on the Atlas computer. 1 In the Atlas scheme paged addresses were translated via an associative memory with the virtual page number as the key and one entry for each page of main memory. This was appropriate because the main memory size was quite small and the Atlas was not designed for multiprogramming so that virtual addresses were essentially unique. However, as main memory sizes grew it became infeasible to build large enough associative stores and a different technique based on page tables was adopted. A page table is a linear list, indexed by virtual page number, each entry of which describes the current status and location of the corresponding virtual page. The length of such a page table is thus proportional to the number of virtual pages. Usually there is one page table per process to support multiprogramming and to provide protection between processes. Pages may either be in main memory, in which case a main memory page frame number is held in the entry, or on disc, in which case the disk address of the page is held. Often page table entries contain access information (e.g. read/write/execute bits) and information used by the page discard algorithm (e.g. use and modify bits). The page tables themselves are usually held in main (or virtual) memory.
The scheme as described in principle requires an extra memory access (to read the corresponding page table entry) on each memory operation. In order to ensure acceptable performance a high-speed translation lookaside buffer is usually used to hold the most recently accessed address translation entries. These translation lookaside buffers are usually implemented as set associative caches. 22 If the size of the virtual memory is large (e.g. as a result of supporting a persistent store or memory-mapped files) then it may not be possible (or economical) to hold all of the page table entries in main memory. In this case the page tables themselves must be placed in virtual memory. This implies that there must be page tables for the page tables, which may either be locked down in main memory (if the tables are small enough) or placed in virtual memory and the same structure nested until the page tables are small enough to be locked down. For example, the VAX-11, which has 32-bit virtual addresses and 512-byte pages, has a two-level structure in which the page tables of page tables are locked into main memory. Paging of page tables adds complexity to both the page fault handler and the address translation buffer update mechanism, because an address translation buffer miss or even a page fault can occur when trying to address the page tables.
In the scheme described above the page tables serve two purposes. First, in the case that the required page is not currently in main memory, the appropriate entry indicates its current disc address. This information, which is set up when the disc space is allocated for the page, is relatively static in most systems. Second, for those pages which are currently in main memory, the page table entry holds the main memory address. (Usually a small table, indexed on main memory page number, is used to hold the disc addresses of pages currently in main memory.)
This scheme works well when the virtual address size is relatively small. For example, on the VAX-11 with an address space of 2 32 bytes and a page size of 2 9 bytes the number of page table entries is 2 23 . Each of these entries is 2 2 bytes long and thus the size of the page table is 2 25 bytes or 2 16 pages . The page table for this page table  therefore requires 2 16 entries and is 2 18 bytes long, and thus can feasibly be locked down in main memory. However, if we take the example of 128-bit addresses (which is not entirely unreasonable for a capability-based system) approximately 15 levels of page tables are required before a page table of similar length is obtained. Even if the page size is increased conventional address translation techniques are inappropriate.
A further problem with the conventional page table approach is that unlike the disc addresses, the main memory addresses change whenever a page is removed or brought into memory, requiring the page table to be modified to reflect the new state. This may in turn lead to a (further) page fault, if the relevant part of the page table is not currently in main memory. In order to resolve this page fault another page may have to be discarded, and this may in turn cause further page faults. This process may be nested to several levels, thus complicating the page fault handler.
The fundamental problem with using the conventional page table approach for large virtual addresses is that the length of the page tables is proportional to the size of the virtual memory. This problem arises not only with simple paging schemes but also with segmented or segmented and paged virtual memories which rely on a single table containing the mapping information required both for logical name to main memory address translation and logical name to disc address translation. Similarly it is one of the problems with central object table implementations in capability based computers. 19 
TRANSLATING LARGE VIRTUAL ADDRESSES
The key to providing an effective address translation mechanism for very large address spaces is to divorce the mapping of virtual to main memory addresses from the virtual to disc address translation. The former is required for every memory reference while the latter is only required to resolve page faults. By separating the two issues different mechanisms and structures may be applied to the relatively static disc address information and to the volatile main memory address information.
The scheme proposed in this paper and implemented in the MONADS-PC computer uses special purpose hardware for translating the virtual addresses generated by programs. Unlike conventional lookaside buffers, which can only hold a subset of the address translation entries, the proposed address translator holds entries for all the main memory page frames. Consequently a miss is only generated if a page is not resident in main memory, and page tables are not needed at all for the translation of virtual addresses to main memory addresses. An important advantage of this scheme is that page table entries need not be modified when a page is discarded, thus removing the possibility of nested page faults due to updating the page table as described in the last section. If a page fault is signalled then a separate mechanism, with much less critical performance requirements (in view of the much slower access speed of discs and the relative infrequency of the operation compared with main memory accesses), can be used to find the location of the page on disc.
Address translation hardware
The proposed scheme uses a hash table with embedded overflow to resolve synonyms. Hash tables have been used on other machines to support address translation. The MU6-G 23 used multiple hash tables searched in parallel and the IBM System/38 3 used a single hash table held in main memory. Both of these machines also had a dedicated address translation cache to improve performance. In our scheme the hash table is held in dedicated high speed memory. Each cell of the table contains a key field identifying the virtual page, a main memory page frame number, a link field and various status bits (see Fig. 1 ). When presented with a virtual address the hardware hashes the address to obtain a cell address within the table. The key field in the cell is compared with the original virtual address, and if there is a match, the main memory page frame number is used to form a main memory address. If there is a mismatch, the link field is used to follow a chain of synonyms. The chain is terminated by an end of chain status bit. If a virtual page is not found in the hash table then a page fault is generated.
Insertion and deletion operations are only performed when a page is loaded into or discarded from main memory. The operations are not particularly complex and are implemented in microcode or in the kernel of the operating system. Because addresses have a system-wide validity the contents of the hash table are not affected by context switches, unlike the MU6-G which appended the process number in order to ensure uniqueness of virtual addresses across processes.
Given that the address translator must be able to translate all virtual addresses of pages in main memory, the table must be at least as large as the number of page frames. In order to keep the number of synonyms small the table must be considerably larger. Assuming a random uniform distribution of cell addresses it can be shown that the average search length is given by the formula:
where a. is the loading factor, i.e. the ratio of full cells to total size. 24 feature of this scheme is that the length of the table (and therefore the cost of an implementation) increases linearly with the size of main memory. Furthermore the table width increases only logarithmically with the size of the virtual memory. Therefore increasing from a conventional virtual address size of 32 bits to a very large virtual memory with 128-bit addresses does not significantly increase the cost.
The above discussion has assumed a random uniform distribution of cell addresses. It is unlikely that virtual addresses will be uniformly distributed and therefore they must be hashed to form a cell address. The hashing function is performed on every address translation and thus must be simple. Such a simple function may be implemented by performing an exclusive OR of selected bits.
If the virtual address is found in the head of a synonym chain then the address translation time is the same as on a conventional lookaside buffer. The fetching of entries in a chain may be overlapped with the key comparison, minimising the overheads of following a chain. The address translation time is relatively insensitive to the size of both virtual and main memory addresses.
The MONADS-PC implementation supports 60-bit virtual addresses which are translated into 23-bit main memory addresses. Alternative address mapping techniques with similar properties are described in references 25 and 26.
Page fault resolution
The hardware address translator described in the last section translates virtual addresses for pages which are present in main memory. If a virtual page is not in memory, then it must be obtained from secondary storage. In a persistent system, a virtual address can refer to any byte on any disc connected to the machine. A first step in locating the page on disc is to determine the (logical or physical) disc number. A simple but feasible scheme is to use a selected number of high order virtual address bits to indicate the disc number. With a suitably large virtual address size (e.g. 128 bits) this need not limit the number or size of discs, and it avoids having a complex mapping structure for maintaining the association between virtual addresses and disc numbers.
It is convenient to divide the virtual address space of a disc into areas roughly corresponding to logical entities (e.g. files, programs) existing on the disc. We shall call these areas address spaces, identified by address space numbers. Each address space is divided into fixed size pages. Thus a virtual address can be viewed as consisting of four parts. The MONADS-PC virtual address structure is shown in Fig. 2 .
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A result of fixed partitioning of addresses is that the virtual address space becomes fragmented. However, no real storage is lost or wasted, all that is discarded are ranges of virtual addresses. Since virtual addresses are deliberately very large (so that even at the maximum rate of usage they will not be exhausted during the life of the system) and not reused this is not a serious problem. A major advantage of fixed partitioning is that it allows an object within an address space to expand to the maximum size without reorganisation of addresses. A potential disadvantage of the use of large addresses is that the size of code and data may be substantially increased due to embedded addresses. However, the effects of this can be greatly reduced by implementing an addressing architecture on top of the virtual memory which mainly uses local (within address space) addresses. Such an architecture is fully described in Reference 27.
Each address space has a separate page table of disc addresses for its pages. In contrast with conventional virtual memory schemes the address translation hardware does not access these page tables, and consequently they do not need to have a single permanently fixed format, but can have varying formats determined by the virtual memory software. Thus if pages are placed in contiguous disc blocks for example, a page table might consist simply of a start address on disc and the number of pages. Such an economic page table cannot be achieved with conventional techniques. In the case where disc block allocation is completely dynamic a separate entry is required for each page; the size of such a page table is dependent on the size of the address space and the page size. In the MONADS-PC computer the maximum length of an address space is 256M bytes (i.e. 2 28 bytes) and the page size is 4K bytes (i.e. 2 12 bytes). This requires a page table length of 2 16 entries, which must be placed in virtual memory.
Unlike conventional page table entries, the entries in these tables do not need additional status bits (presence bit, access rights, use and modify bits, etc.). It therefore becomes possible to restrict the size of an entry to a 16bit relative disc block number, thus allowing a maximum logical disc size of 2 16 blocks each of page size 2 12 , i.e. 256M bytes (the maximum size of an address space). (The mapping of several logical discs to a single physical disc, which requires only a trivial extension to the scheme, ensures that larger physical discs can be used.) With 16-bit page table entries the maximum size of the page table for an address space is 2 17 bytes.
In order to maintain the disc addresses of the pages of such a page table, which we shall designate the primary page table of an address space, a secondary page table is required. Even for a full-size address space this secondary page table is small (64 bytes). Both the primary and the secondary page table must be addressable in the virtual memory and the latter must be rapidly locatable by the page fault handler. This can be conveniently achieved by placing the secondary page table at a pre-defined location in the address space itself (allowing the page-fault handler to form its address directly from the virtual address which caused the original page fault). It should be noted, however, that there is no requirement for the secondary page table to be locked down in main memory.
In the MONADS-PC computer the secondary page table is in fact placed in the first page of the address space. However, because the primary page table is potentially large and of variable length it cannot sensibly be placed at the beginning of the address space. In the MONADS-PC it is therefore placed at the end of the address space and grows backwards towards the data.
Many of the address spaces of a system, corresponding to small files and programs, may contain only a small System dependent red-tape information Secondary page table  (page table for amount of data. To reduce the number of disc accesses needed to resolve page faults in such cases, the MONADS-PC page handler places the first 256 entries of the primary page table alongside the secondary page table in the first page of the address space. Thus for an address space shorter than one megabyte (i.e. 256 4K byte pages) all the paging information is in the first page. Indeed, for a very small address space with less than about 3.6K bytes of data, the data is held in the same page as the paging information, so that the page fault is automatically resolved in the course of accessing the paging information. This scheme, as used in the MONADS-PC system, is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Because the primary page table is stored at known locations in an address space, and the virtual address of each entry can be calculated by the page fault manager, the scheme actually operates as follows. When a page fault occurs, the primary table entry for the page is read. If this causes a further page fault (i.e. the required page of the primary page table is not in main memory), the secondary page table entry is read. At this stage it is also possible that a further page fault can occur, in which case a separate mechanism must be used to find the disc address of the page containing the secondary page table, i.e. page zero of the address space. In the MONADS-PC system, address space zero on each disc serves as a disc directory, containing an entry indicating the disc address of page zero of each valid address space on the disc. Because address space numbers are sparsely distributed and large, a hash table provides an appropriate lookup mechanism for the disc directory. The actual organisation of the disc directory in the MONADS-PC system is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Address space zero of a disc (i.e. its directory of address spaces) is not treated in a special manner and has a primary and secondary page table in a similar fashion to other address spaces. However, it is necessary to place page zero of address space zero in a well known location so that the secondary page table of address space zero may be located. (The MONADS-PC kernel automatically reads and locks into memory page zero of address space zero for each mounted disc.)
This structure supports non-contiguous allocation of disc space in fixed size blocks in the same manner as most modern file systems. Consequently free space management is no more complex than in conventional systems and the usual techniques (e.g. a linked free list or a free space bit map) can be applied. Address space zero is a convenient place to hold free space information (Fig. 4) .
Although the disc number is embedded in a virtual address there is no requirement that the number identifies a physical drive. The kernel must maintain a mapping between each removable disc and the drive on which it is mounted. In addition physical discs may be divided into a number of logical discs, each having its own disc number. Such a mapping scheme allows considerable flexibility in the organisation and allocation of disc space.
CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated that attempts to scale up conventional virtual memory techniques to support very large virtual addresses result in inefficiencies and clumsiness. New mechanisms are required. The techniques described in this paper have been implemented in the MONADS-PC system and are able to translate 60bit virtual addresses into 23-bit main memory addresses in a comparable time to conventional address translation hardware. The cost of increasing the virtual address size, to say 128 bits, would be insignificant in terms both of the amount of hardware and of execution speed. Similarly the software structures are largely unaffected by any change in the virtual address size.
As was mentioned earlier, an interesting side effect of having large virtual addresses is that it becomes possible to have very large physical addresses and thus a large main memory. The MONADS project is currently investigating the development of a massive memory machine based on an extended version of the above architecture. 28 The prototype implementation, known as MONADS-MM, is based on the Sun SPARC processor with extended addressing hardware and has 128 bit addresses and support for up to 64 gigabytes of main memory. 35 The discussion has been limited to the basic page management level of a uniform virtual memory. It is possible, to superimpose a more structured view of the memory onto this scheme. In the MONADS-PC system each address space (corresponding to a file, a code module, a stack or a local heap) is organised as a collection of segments addressed via capabilities, in such a way that both large and small segments can be efficiently supported without internal memory fragmentation. 2629 At run-time capabilities are loaded into fast registers, equivalent to base registers in conventional systems. Thus the entire address decoding and translation time is comparable with conventional virtual memory systems.
There are a number of unresolved issues which require further research. The paper has not discussed the higher level management of the virtual memory, in particular, recovery after a system crash. Major inconsistencies may arise between the volatile main memory image of data and the permanent disc copy. This is a similar problem to that encountered in conventional database management systems and it is possible to employ existing solutions such as shadow paging 3031 and page time-stamps. 32 Such a scheme for the MONADS-PC system is described in Ref. 36 .
Another management issue is the page discard algorithm. It is not clear that conventional algorithms (e.g. LRU) apply where there is a mix of many different types of data with varying access patterns. In particular it should be possible to take advantage of known access patterns for permanent data (e.g. sequential access) and to pre-page the required data. This requires further analysis.
An advantage of a uniform virtual memory and the proposed address translation mechanism is that it may be extended to encompass a network of machines all sharing the one uniform addressing scheme. 3337 This is similar to the distributed shared virtual memory described by Ki Li. 38 The extensions are relatively simple and basically involve extending the virtual address format shown in Fig. 2 to include a node number. Usually the node number indicates the physical machine on which this address space resides. On a page fault the virtual memory manager checks to see if the required page is located on a disk connected to this machine. If not, then a request is sent over the network to the machine holding the page and the page is transmitted to the requesting machine. A coherency algorithm (similar to that employed with multiple caches) is used to guarantee the integrity of the data. By dynamically maintaining an appropriate set of tables it is also possible to allow both discs and individual address spaces to be moved between machines invisibly 343940 and to provide resilience. Such a network architecture removes many of the inconsistencies and complexities found in conventional networks.
